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Technical Parameters
 ▪ Dimensions L×W×H  620×540×1460mm

 ▪ Work table L×W 460×480mm

 ▪ Weight of the whole machine 45KG (without computer)

 ▪ Sub-table size L×W 260×260mm

 ▪ Trolley lift stroke  200mm

 ▪ Display lifting stroke 90mm

 ▪ Caster design 4 inch medical grade silent wheel

 ▪ Cabinet parameters two layers

 ▪ Drawer dimensions 480×340×295mm

 ▪ Layer drawer inner size 390×275×55mm

 ▪ The inner size of the drawer on the second floor  390×275×140mm

Optional Accessories
 ☐ Hand sanitizer box 

 ☐ Mouse hanger 

 ☐ Sundries box 

 ☐ Trash can 
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Upper Column

The detachable upper column can carry a monitor or an all-in-one 
computer up to 10kg, and the universal support function can complete 
180° left and right rotation and 45° up and down inclination. The up and 
down travel of the column is as high as 15cm, with a constant force lifting 
adjustment for easy operation, and various equipment threading can be 
hidden in the column to make the appearance more refreshing.

Sub Table Top

The pull-out sub-table provides the area expansion of the desktop, which 
can be temporarily convenient for work.

Table Top

The ABS medical-grade plastic countertop is easy to clean and anti-
corrosion, without any spraying on the surface, which will not affect the 
medicine. The grooves are set around to prevent the dripping of medical 
liquid, and there is a countertop enclosure to prevent items from falling.

Material

The table top is made of ABS medical grade plastic, the two-layer all-
aluminum box is made of high-voltage electrostatic spraying process, and 
imported environmentally friendly antibacterial plastic powder is used to 
ensure that the product meets the medical and health requirements, and 
the surface is matte and non-dazzling. And equipped with an integrated 
die-casting aluminum handle and base,
The column material is made of medical grade aviation aluminum alloy.
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Electromechanical Layer

The distance between the electromechanical layer and the medicine 
box is greater than 5cm, which facilitates the heat dissipation of the 
electromechanical equipment and protects the safety of medicines.

Handle

The ring-shaped anti-collision handle, surrounded by solid metal handles 
with rounded corners, is located at the outermost periphery of the 
whole vehicle, which can not only injure other personnel in the event of a 
collision, but also protect the safety of the stroller.

Drawer

Two-layer large space self-priming drawer, the inner layer of the drawer is 
equipped with a plastic insert board, which can be combined arbitrarily 
to store medicines of different specifications.

Keyboard Drawer

Hidden keyboard drawer that can be stored inside the countertop when 
not in use.
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Chassis

All-metal stretched X-shaped chassis, one-time cast aluminum molding, 
to ensure the center of gravity and level of the vehicle.

Casters

4-inch dual-wheel medical grade silent wheels, all with brakes, after tens 
of thousands of kilometers of long-term durability tests, flexible and 
durable.

Monitor（optional）

Split computer: 21.5 inches or 23.8 inches
All-in-one computer: 23.8 inches and above

Lower Column

The column is equipped with a professionally adjusted air rod, which 
is easy to rise and fall, and can be quickly adjusted to a suitable height, 
adapting to different sitting and standing postures, with a stroke of up to 
20cm. And optional electric lifting system.
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South America Branch
Saikang Medical Techno-
logy, Inc
W3400 Corrientes, Argentina
TeL: +55 (11) 2758-0438
Rua universal, Hollywood,
São Bernardo do Campo, 
Brazil 
TeL: +55 (11) 2758-0438

east Africa Branch
Saikang Medical Techno-
logy Ltd
Mezzanine Floor, Taj Tower,
upper hill, nairobi, Kenya
TeL: +254714084806

South east Asia Branch
Saikang Medical Techno-
logy Ltd
Sala Thammasop Subdistrict 
Thawi 
Watthana District
Bangkok Thailand
TeL: +66 642741046

uK Branch
Uk Healthward Internatio-
nal Limited
DePT 111, 
196 High Road Wood Green, 
London, n22 8HH
united Kingdom
TeL: +31（0）202111106

Russia Branch
LLC 'SAIKANG'
454004, Russian Federation, 
Chelyabinsk,
universitetskaya nabe-
rezhnaya 
TeL: +7 (919)300-00-06 

Mid east Branch
Saikang Medical Supplies 
(Mid East) LLC
Musaffah
P.O Box 53200, Abu Dhabi, 
uAe
Tel: +971 585710652
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Chengdu Saikang Medical equipment Co., Ltd.
STOCK CODe: 870098

No.1, 5th Floor, Building 5, No.360, Wuke West 5th Road · 
Wuhou District (Chengdu) · China

+86 18021231901 ·  24/7

export@health-ward.com

www.health-ward.com
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https://www.facebook.com/SaikangMedicalEquipment
https://www.linkedin.com/company/17947675
https://twitter.com/SaikangMedical
https://www.instagram.com/saikangmedical
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCHbHzADVgjE8US0se0kP4zA
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https://youtu.be/o3fubSXba9g
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